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Colonial rivalry and we won!

European conquest of Terra Nulius metaphor

(3,600kms traversed 10 yrs previously by Stuart)

Punctured Blaineys tyranny of distance

Foundation stone of Federation

Largest Infrastructure project of 19th C

Shorter time than modern EIS

Reality check:  500 people involved in its construction

Common Perception of Todd
Monochrome

insulators, batteries, wire and other equipment, ordered from Europe



The Polychrome Todd



Postal Service

His main job for 35 years was Postmaster General

1870 - Postmaster-General & Superintendent of Telegraphs (aged 44)

1874 - Reformed the Post Office after series of robberies

1887 - Introduced postal notes

1880's-90's – Major contributor to Inter-Colonial Postal Conf's

1901 – At Federation, ran the only profitable Post Office

1901 – Designated "Deputy Postmaster General" at Federation

Postmaster General

The Polychrome Todd

1905 – Retired with the label “Postmaster”



Civic

Postal Service

Stowe Church (Pilgrim), Brougham Place Congregational

Board member U of Adl, SLSA, UniSA, Museum, Art Gallery

Civic Activities

The Polychrome Todd

Philosophical Soc, Literary and Debating, RGSSA, etc

Government Board that recommended 8 hr working day

SA Cricketing Association, VP of SA Football Association (Geelong)

Countless public lectures, exhibits on science & technology

Story yet to be told



Civic

Overland
TelegraphInter-Colonial

Telegraph

Postal Service

The Polychrome Todd

1855 - Appointed Head of the Electric Telegraph Dep’t

1856 - Completed SA's 1st gov’t line, to the Port

1858 & 61 - Telegraph connection to Melbourne

1867 - Telegraph to Sydney

1872 - Completed the Overland Telegraph Line

Plus the Post Office 

Inter-Colonial Telegraph

Overland Telegraph

Parachilna

1877 - Telegraph to W.A., connecting at Eucla

Attended numerous intercolonial and Federation
conferences on telegraphy 
(ghost lives on in Telstra SOP’s)

1856-1905 - Ran the S.A. Telegraph system for 50 years



Civic

Overland
TelegraphInter-Colonial

Telegraph

Meteorology

Postal Service

1855 – Appointed Meteorological Observer

1856 – Publication of met observations using Greenwich instruments

1860's – First to theorise west to east movement of weather

1879 – First (?) to systematically report continent-wide observations

1880's (mid) – World's largest synoptic charts

1883 – Synoptic charts displayed at GPO for public education

Meteorology

The Polychrome Todd

1888 – Published his first next day forecast

1893 – First known to hypothesise teleconnections in meteorology (IOD)

1879, 81, 88 – Intercolonial Met Conferences (1 of 3)

1901 – Longest serving Senior Meteorologist at Federation

Adelaide has a 

significantly long 

observation record



25 Lots



A synoptic map connects equal lines of surface pressure at a moment in time

Importance of Telegraph to Meteorology



Civic

Overland
TelegraphInter-Colonial

Telegraph

Meteorology

Astronomy

Postal Service

Todd was an astronomer at heart

1864 – Fellow of Royal Astronomical Society

1860's-70's – Helped establish size of solar system

Early 1980's – Standard point for geodetic surveys

1886 – Made an Honorary MA of Cambridge

1891 – 1st President of Astronomical Society of SA

1893 – His astronomical work was key to getting his KCMG (Knighthood)

He was active in astronomical debates:

Disagreed that sun was at centre of the universe
Assumed there were other life forms in the universe
Speculated that our galaxy was not alone (universe was much bigger)
….. though he’s rumoured to have had an interest in the supernatural

Astronomy

The Polychrome Todd



Civic

Overland
TelegraphInter-Colonial

Telegraph

Meteorology

Astronomy

Electrical
Engineering

Postal ServiceTodd was often referred to as Government Electrician

1858 - Wrote lengthy dissertations on electrical matters

1860 - Gave SA’s first demonstration of electric light

1867 - First demonstration of arc lamp (built himself – Institute)

1867 - Demo'd first use of street lighting

1888 - Foundation President of the S.A. Electrical Society

Electrical Engineering

The Polychrome Todd

1891 - Installation of electric light in Parliament House

1889 - Was present at first trial of electric transport

1894 - Chaired Intercolonial Electric Conference

1898 - 1st power station (P. Adel) – concern for intereference

1900 - Demo'd wireless telegraphy distance of 8 miles (with W. Bragg)

1901 - Chair National Electric Conference for the national electrical code

Military - in charge of “torpedos”, and influenced WW1 field Artillery (??)



Civic

Overland
TelegraphInter-Colonial

Telegraph

Meteorology

Astronomy

Electrical
Engineering

Postal Service
1856 – Time cannon at the Port to set chronometers

Horology

The Polychrome Todd

1866 – Bought/installed electric clocks in Parliament House

1875 – Semaphore Time Ball built to Todd's design

Adelaide’s Time Lord

1876 – GPO Clock designed and assembled by Todd

1887 – Sourced clock in Mortlock Library while in England

1867 – Installed a transit telescope at the Observatory

1891-93 – Key mover for implementation 
of time zones



Civic

Overland
TelegraphInter-Colonial

Telegraph

Meteorology

Astronomy

Electrical
Engineering

Postal Service

1858 & 61 – Surveyed connections of Vic-SA telegraphs

1868 – Established an accurate border with NSW

1880 – Telegraph used to fix SA-WA border

1882 – Establishment of SA Institute of Surveyors

(Todd was 1st President)

1884 – With Goyder, initiated the Licensed Surveyors Act

Until 1905 – Todd set and marked the astronomy exam

Spatial Systems (Surveying)

The Polychrome Todd



Todd’s Reach was International

The Polychrome Todd

Astronomer Royal



Civic

Overland
TelegraphInter-Colonial

Telegraph

Meteorology

Astronomy

Electrical
Engineering

Telep
h

o
n

y

Postal Service

1878 - Demonstrations of telephony

1883 - Ran the telephone exchange for 22 years

1901 - Chairman of national telephone enquiry

1902 - Put in the Australia’s 1st interstate

telephone connection

Story to be gathered

Telephony

The Polychrome Todd



Concern with status was further 
evidenced by the formation of a 
Civil Service Club in 1868. Little 
can be discovered about the 
Club, which appears to have 
been disbanded by 1872, but it 
is noteworthy that its executive 
consisted entirely of the most 
senior officers. It may have had 
some connection with the then 
recently formed Adelaide Club.
Geoffrey N. Hawker, PhD Thesis 

September 1967

He was one of us

Served as a senior Public Servant from 1856 to 1905 (49 years)

1867 He was a committee member of the Public Servants Club 

South Australian Register, Mon 2 Sep 1867, pg 2

Members of Parliament and Distinguished Visitors.

Civil Service Club - A meeting of the members of the Civil Service was held in the Land Titles Office, 

Government Buildings, on Saturday, August 31. There was a tolerably large attendance, and Captain O'Halloran, 

Auditor General, was voted to the chair…. The report of the Committee appointed to report upon the most suitable 

basis for the formation of a Civil Service Club was then brought up in the form of resolutions, which were 

discussed and adopted by the meeting with slight amendments. The main features in the scheme were as follows:

1st. That it was desirable to form a Civil Service Club to promote union and good feeling, and otherwise to 

advance the interests of the officers in the service.

2nd. That all heads and subheads of departments and classified (deified) officers of the fixed establishments be 

invited to join….

4th. That the rule should provide for the admission by ballot of retired officers …

7th. That the officers include a Patron, President, three Vice Presidents, a Committee of 15, two Auditors, a 

Treasurer and a Secretary… Committee— Messrs J Boothby, J. N. Blackmore, V. W. Cater, G. P. Dashwood, S. 

Deering, B. Douglas. G. W. Goyder. G. Hamilton, H. C. Mais, G. W. Hawkes, J. W. Lewis, R. B. Moore, W. T. 

Shepherd, J. Varley and C. Todd…



He was one of us

Served as a senior Public Servant from 1856 to 1905 (49 years)

1867 He was a committee member of the Public Servants Club 

1909 Public Service Club gave him life membership

Public Officers Retirement Act

1901 Good bet he was the longest serving colonial civil servant

He was endeared to the population of Adelaide 

1905 His decision to retire at age 78 held up an Act of Parliament

64 years of public service



What was it about South 

Australia that attracted and 

held such a world class 

technology  entrepreneur 

and manager

After all, he was one of the first to 

have his own SMS text messaging 



South Australia was not the offshoot from another colony.  It was a distinct and independent individual; not a cutting nor a layer, 

but with roots stem and branches, it had its own complete and compact being.  Besides, it had novelties in its composition.  It 

was the exponent of a new theory of colonization evolved by Edward Gibbon Wakefield. Nature gave the land, and the sale of 

this was to supply the capital for the introduction of labor necessary to raise wealth.

So at its birth …. an illustration was started of Penn’s theory (1680), which said, “that colonies are the seeds of nations, begun 

and nourished by the care of the wise and populous nations”.

The Act authorising the founding of the colony defined certain guiding principles.  Funds for starting the colony were to come 

from the sales of land.  Revenue obtained in ordinary ways should pay for its government.  Land was to be sold at a sufficient 

price, and therefore not under a £1 per acre….  Three fourths of the payments for land were to be invested in bringing our 

labor, the rest to provide roads and bridges.  Thus three elements of success were to be gained - capital, labor, and the means 

of general traffic.

The settlement of population was to be regulated in groups in order to secure the advantages of neighbouring communities.  

For this end the lands generally were to be surveyed in small blocks, a standard of 80 acres per section being adopted.  The 

sales were to be by public auction, so that the evils of large monopolies might be avoided.  Emigration was to be as much as 

possible by families.

But it be grateful on this occasion to recall to mind the ..long list of sturdy settlers, colonists of all professions and classes, 

civilians, pastoralists, and farmers, whose intelligence, energy and perspective, hardy daring and unflinching bravery have 

affected the great conquest of a savage land, growing meat and wool of hundreds of thousands of square miles recovered 

from the wilderness, where forests have been reduced to smiling wheatfields - marshes to garden grounds - hills to terraced 

fruit grounds and vineyards - and who have constructed cities and towns - harbors and highways - railways and metalled roads 

- telegraphs and telephones, to so vast an extent, considering the few years and with a very limited population.

South Australia in 1887 - A Handbook for the

Adelaide Jubilee International Exhibition
(from the introduction by Sir Samuel Davenport)

So is it surprising that a 29 year old, who already had 14 years experience working with some of the best scientific brains of his 

time at Cambridge and Greenwich, took a perilous 3 month journey to seek his fortune in this colony which practiced a “theory” 

of settlement?  We don't know what was in his mind but maybe this young scientist felt an attraction to a science friendly 

experiment in colonisation in a land that was a blank canvas . Over the next 50 years, he was happiest as he coloured it in.



We have proof of his enormous 
ambition in a letter to the editor, 
one year after arriving as a new 
migrant.

Having grown up in a country only 
one 60th the size of Australia, he 
boldly laid out a plan for a 
continent-wide system of weather 
observation which would require 
one of the world’s largest telegraph 
networks to record and transmit the 
data. This at a time when he had so 
far built only one telegraph line, 15 
kms from Adelaide to Port Adelaide

(!!!)

SA Register November 10, 1856



Who Was Charles Todd? (version 1.0)

Simply put, he was the undeclared Government Scientist of the last half of the 
19th Century.  He excelled at both research and development (R&D), a 
combination sorely missed in contemporary Australia.

Todd was able to accomplish such a magnificent opus of work because he 
occupied a number of senior positions in the civil service over a period of 49(!) 
years and 23 Governments administrations.  In a city averaging 50-90,000 
souls, he could exercise great power and influence over his professional 
interests in the Colony. 

He was universally known as the go-to man for topics scientific or technical.  
His capacity to work tirelessly, combined with his deep scientific and technical 
knowledge, enabled him, by his death in 1910, to accomplish what he could 
only have dreamed of when he arrived fresh from the scientific ferment of the 
Greenwich Observatory.



Todd did not excel so much as a research 

scientist but as an exceptional technology 

entrepreneur and administrator.  His 

capacity to implement science and 

technology in our young country was due 

in large part to his legendary affability, his 

even temper, his reputation as a fix-it man, 

his seniority and his obvious resolve to 

push through, to fight the odds.

(version 2.0)Who Was Charles Todd?



Jim Collins - American business consultant on company sustainability and growth

The term Level 5 refers to the highest level in a hierarchy of executive 
capabilities that we identified in our research.

A Level 5 leader is an individual who blends extreme personal humility 
with intense professional will. We found leaders of this type at the helm of 
every good-to-great company during the transition era… they were self-
effacing individuals (affability) who displayed the fierce resolve to do 
whatever needed to be done to make the company great.

Level 5 leaders channel their ego needs away from themselves and into 
the larger goal of building a great company. It's not that Level 5 leaders 
have no ego or self-interest. Indeed, they are incredibly ambitious - but 
their ambition is first and foremost for the institution, not themselves.

(version 2.0)Who Was Charles Todd?

affability resolve



In the popular record, he was the man who put in the Overland 

Telegraph.  If nothing else, my message to you is that it is 

outrageous to summarise this man’s 64 years of public service 

by this single effort of 2 years, heroic as it was.

His contribution to our Colony's development spans 6-8 fields of 

science and technology which is recognised by his status as a 

founding father by the six professional societies that cover these 

disciplines. And he was able to do this through his legendary 

skills to get the best from those who worked for him and those 

he had to work with.

Ultimately, to us in the 21st century, he was our STEM pioneer, a 

great example of entrepreneurship driven from the public realm 

AND he was Adelaide’s first Hipster.

(version 2.0)Who Was Charles Todd?



How many of you 
know about 

Playford’s 
whisperer?

---------
John William 

Wainright,
Auditor General

Civil Servant as State Development Entrepreneur?




